Detecting Low-Abundance Molecules at Single-Cell Level by Repeated Ion Accumulation in Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer.
Low-abundance metabolites or proteins in single-cell samples are usually undetectable by mass spectrometry (MS) due to the limited amount of substances in single cells. This limitation inspired us to further enhance the sensitivity of commercial mass spectrometers. Herein, we developed a technique named repeated ion accumulation by ion trap MS, which is capable of enhancing the sensitivity by selectively and repeatedly accumulating ions in a linear ion trap for up to 25 cycles. The increase in MS sensitivity was positively correlated with the number of repeated cycles. When ions were repeatedly accumulated for 25 cycles, the sensitivity of adenosine triphosphate detection was increased by 22-fold within 1.8 s. Our technique could stably detect low-abundance ions, especially MSn ions, at the single-cell level, such as 5-methylcytosine hydrolyzed from sample equivalent to ∼0.2 MCF7 cell. The strategy presented in this study offers the possibility to aid single-cell analysis by enhancing MS detection sensitivity.